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Meet the Head Editors!
Every category in this magazine is thanks to the hard work of head editors, assistant editors, and coeditors. To let you get to know some of the hard workers who made this magazine possible, we decided
to share their stories. But rather than telling you their version, we thought it might be more accurate to
give you our conspiracies about who the head editors truly are. Enjoy!

Sarah Aljitawi – Sarah is secretly one of the most famous and rich hat collectors in
the universe. She goes by the name "Mr. Snoopy Doopy" and has upwards of 1,500 hats.
The hats range from beanies to top hats.

Adeline Kaufman – Adeline is actually an alien from the planet IckDarfKamel. When
you ask her what planet she's from, she will simply state "IDK", which we can logically assume stands for IckDarfKamel. This is why she is so calculatingly good at math and is strategically learning military history. This freak of nature is also allergic to mushy blueberries
and gives presentations for fun.

Harish Panpaliya – Harish is actually two people named “Harish” and “Hareish”. The
original Harish was moving to Pittsford from Chicago, when suddenly he got into a car accident. Harish's family didn’t want him to leave them, so when a mysterious scientist proposed a possible solution, they jumped at it. The scientist put Harish's left big toe on a robot that had Theodore Roosevelt's right big toe. Together, the two men control the robot
named “Hareish”. The name comes from the fact that he can run as fast as a hare... ish.

Kristen Azzara – Kristen's name is actually "Kirsten". Nothing further.
Lauren Grossman – Lauren is both a clone and the leader of the infamous group called
The Illuminati. Lauren was cloned by The Illuminati, so she could be their rightful ruler. She
was cloned from a person named "Sydney" but something went wrong in the process. Due
to the mess-up, she was not a perfect clone, but the cover story of Sydney and Lauren being twins still worked.
Alyssa Ferrer – Alyssa is the ruler of snails. She has a secret staff (disguised as a pencil) that is called The Staff of Henry. With it, she can control snails and recruit them to her
army. She calls each of these snail soldiers "Henry the Snail".

Mina Stevens – Mina has planned for world domination. Since she can remember, Mina
has always wanted to take over. It is a multi-stage plan that involves slowly taking over small
groups., and later branching out to more important ones. She has already taken over the
club known as "LitMag Overlord".

Ayush Dasgupta – Ayush is actually a 5 year old. His low intellectual ability and lack of
maturity is all the evidence needed. He also likes to use big words, which he claims make
him sound more photosynthesis.

Sean Caruso – Sean does not create fanart for other fandoms, just the Garfield fandom.
Only Garfield. Nobody else but Garfield.

LETTER FROM THE LITMAG EDITORS
Dear friend/parent/sibling/stranger who picked this up,
Welcome! You are holding in your hands, (assuming you have them, apologies to any ghosts...or pirates...), a labor of love. Every member of LitMag—well, most of them—has devoted hours of dedication, perseverance, and
hard work to making such a wonderful creation, and we hope you enjoy reading it as much as we have enjoyed
working on it. A ghost of an idea drifted into somebody’s head one afternoon and we latched onto it. From then
on things took a turn for the worse…or better…depending on how much you like the morbid, the dark, and exploring the world beyond the grave. But no matter how much you love horror movies, we hope you love our silly—sorry, spooky—creation. We have had a ghostly good time working on it—well, working on it in between
sharing jokes, having fun, and fighting over the chairs that spin. We have spent every Friday of this year, (at least
the ones without four feet of snow), together sharing our writing and creations, and working to constantly improve. (And creating conspiracy theories about each other... and Garfield fanart….but that’s another story). We
have been so lucky to work together this year and to create this beautiful magazine you hold in your hand….or
hook. Happy Reading!
-The editors at LitMag (formally known as Literary Magazine Club, publishers of THE VAULT)

Meet the Editors…
Mina Stevens……….Co-Layout Editor
Adeline Kaufman…….….Co-Layout Editor,
Short Stories
Valerie Adler…..…..Short Stories
Jason Broderick………..Short Stories
Harish Panpaliya…..…..Fun and Stuff

Ayush Dasgupta……...Fun and Stuff
Kristen Azzara……...Poetry
Sarah Aljitawi……..Poetry
Alyssa Ferrer…….Art
Lauren Grossman…...Art
Sean Caruso…….Garfield Fanart

Club Members…
Jason Broderick
Adeline Kaufman
Sean Caruso
Mina Stevens
Valerie Adler
Owen Dolgos
Briana McGinn
Natalie Cincotta

Luisa Ferreira
Kristen Azzara
Jisu Oh
Rachel Mitchell
Maggie Kane
Ayush Dasgupta
Ashley Stern
Harish Panpaliya

Sarah Aljitawi
Alyssa Ferrer
Lauren Grossman
Maeve St. John
Angel Tang
Sasha Belyablya
Kiera Bogaard
Grace Salamone
Barry Allen

COVER DESIGN
By: Alyssa Ferrer, Kristen Azzara, and Ghosts…

artwork
By: Alyssa Ferrer, Kristen Azzara, Natalie Cincotta, Sarah Aljitawi and Ghosts…

Henry challenge
Meet Henry the Snail! He is a special friend of all of us here at LitMag, and we
consider him our mascot, so we decided to sprinkle him throughout the magazine. See howmany times you can find him hanging out! (This one counts! :)

Artwork: Kristen Azzara

Artwork: Adeline Kaufman
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Ripple

It Was He, IT WAS SHE—
Never Me, NEVER I

Adeline Kaufman
A pool of glass, still from side to side,
Smooth in the twilight while the sun tries to
hide.
Clear and bright, a perfect film sits,
A finger braced for the moment it hits.
The silence breaks, with quiet, yet clatter,
When the finger comes down, the glass starts
to shatter.
No longer glossy, suddenly blurry,

Sarah Aljitawi
It was he, it was she—never me, never I
When wrongdoing reveals, there’s always
others to blame
It was he, it was she—never me, never I
When they look at you, you press harder to
deny
It was he, it was she—never me, never I
Then when cracked under pressure, you
continue to lie
When you finally see what people are saying,
you’re too far in to deny their upbringing,
because
You once said,
“It was he, it was she—never me, never I”

The ripples they cut through the shine in a
hurry.
The rings reach across, and blend with the tide,
No longer perfect, the water so wide.

Death’s Wound
Never Heals
Sarah Aljitawi
Death's wound never heals.
The scar still searing on skin, bringing tears.
The shadows that threaten have now subsided to grief,
Pulling at stumbling souls, the death march
heart's belief.
But when shadows have quieted, grief put to
bed, no longer does sorrow dance in your
head.
And when it awakens again, embrace it as a
friend, a reminder life is not over.
The crescendo of existence has simply
hushed, not reached its closure.
A soul must remember life is not over.
No, death's wound never heals, but you do...
And life goes on.

capture
Kristen Azzara
Glistening blades of morning grass
Blurred together, as if frozen in glass.
Now—focus, a butterfly, precariously
perched
For the perfect bud it had so thoroughly
searched.
My anxious finger is resting on the shutter
For the fragile scene could disappear in a
flutter.
Then the butterfly is stilled in a click and a

flash!
Forever captured in a photograph.
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We asked you for the scariest situations you could think of in just nine words!
And here they are...

Nine-Word Nightmares!
Sandwich falls on ground, no more
sandwich. I’m hungry. –Ghost

Nobody was there, and when I moved…
the noise! –Louisa Ferreira

Three black cats suddenly appeared in a
dark room. –Ghost

As the darkness consumed me, I heard
chilling laughter. –Liam Berger

Oh dear, oh my, I am scared to die.
–Ghost

When the last candle had been snuffed,
we died. –Ghost

“It’s every day bro, with that Disney
Channel flow” –Alaina Morley

It was a dark and stormy night… not
again. –Ghost

The only way out was to eat the broccoli. My pumpkin is possessed… this is a bad
–Tylla Allart
Halloween. –Ghost
A creak and a scream, the room falls
silent. –GRK

It loomed, cold and dark and menacing
as ever. –A.K.

Things are written in stone. This—written
in blood. –Kiera Bogaard

Blood reel rage, the haze disappears,
leaving only destruction.
–Careena Sondhi

Last sight…the world burning in ashes of
embers. –Carrena Sondhi

The lights went out and the room was
silent. –L.W.

The night sky hollered at us. Please don’t
move. –BRS
Something was following me; I could feel
it. –Grace Ellingham
Something bad had happened, but no
one knew why. –EC
I opened the door and saw numerous
green vegetables. –Ghost
The big scary oration ogre attacks puny
helpless kids. –Ben Orzel
I could still feel the chill from his blade.
–Callah
There were three children with knives
chasing me. “Run!” –Miles Rubens
As I stepped inside, my worst fear was
confirmed. –Alexandra Romeo
I reached out to save her life. I missed.
–Taylor Klinsky
I couldn’t see the figure, but it was there.
–JA
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One final scream, silver swish, the world
goes dark. – Carmen Whitaker

My phone died, and I didn’t have a
charger. –Meagan O-scare-a

A city of mirrors. Me again and again.
Scary. –Ghost

I heard a scream, but no one was there.
–Ghost

The person in the mirror moved, but he
didn’t. –Ghost

I was eating a pizza but then it
disappeared. –Ghost

You tried, but now, it’s all gone. Your
fault. –Careena Sorellhi

The look it gave me, I had to run.
–Traisa Allart

A whisper of night, and the happiness
was gone. –Brionna Sumais

Enclosed in cold darkness he was crying
and drowning. –Ghost

Dark house, powers out, shadowy figure
seen moving throughout.
–Carmen Kendall

The manic, devilish glint revealed a
vicious, unhuman character. –GRK
I get swallowed by hippopotamus. I
don’t like it. –Ghost

The light is known, the darkness
unknown shall prevail. –IT
It was dark and windy, and it was inside.
–Jesse Schwartz

night
Briana McGinn
It was a dark and scary night,
A day of shadows,
A time of fright.
As the wind blows,
a snow white ghost
creeps up the steps to the desk.
Line after line, so fine—
Letter after letter gets better.
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At last the story was done—
And the ghost made his fun.

A Brief History of DisneY
Lars Frisk
1926: Disney is founded by Walter Elias “Walt” Disney

2050: Disney buys Europe

1937: Disney releases its first full-length movie, Snow

2063: Disney buys the entire planet

White and the Seven Dwarves

2098: Disney buys the Moon

1983: Disney channel was founded

2132: Disney World opens on the Moon

2006: Disney buys Pixar

2151: Disney buys Mars

2009: Disney buys Marvel

2187: Disney attaches the Earth, the Moon, and Mars, and

2012: Disney buys Star Wars

slowly pulls them together making a Mickey Mouse

2018: Disney buys Fox

shape as Earth as the face and Mars and the Moon as the

2027: Disney buys Netflix

ears
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Author
Scramble

HUMANS
Anonymous

We are blind,
We are DEAF,
We are confined,
By our deaths.

Can you unscramble these famous authors’ last names?

J.K. ____________________________________
(oirgwnl)
J.R.R. ____________________________________
(oktieln)

What are we
But monsters in disguise
That created this world
Full of hatred and despise.

Rick ____________________________________
(ironadr)
F. Scott ____________________________________
(ftildezarg)
John ____________________________________

soul,
We have a heart,
We have a

(enger)
William ____________________________________

We have a vÉÇÇxvà|ÉÇ,

(hsaeskrpeea)

That won't fall apart.

Mark ____________________________________
(twnai)

What are we

Stephenie ____________________________________

But innocent dreamers

(ymree)

With hopes to be discovered

Lois ____________________________________

And endless questions to be answered

(wylro)
Stephen ____________________________________
(kgin)

We give our best,
We make our mistakes.
We have our flaws,
While our talents awake.

Jason ____________________________________
(brdockrei)*

*look through the magazine for help on this one!

What are we
But humans on a journey
Persevering, Enduring, Persisting
And living life fully.
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Graffiti

Meet Joyce Shi, our very own Scholastic Award-Winning poet! She was just recognized
at a ceremony in New York City for these poignant poems. Congratulations, Joyce!

Joyce Shi
I suppose it could
Be called the language
Of the streets,
Of delinquents who
Can only find
Salvation hidden
In striking strokes
Of spray paint
Scrawled hurriedly
Across the side of
An abandoned building.
They shoot heroin
Up needles,
Into the vessels
We call bodies,
With cigarettes
Held precariously
In between the
Crooks of their
Slanted teeth.
The bright colors
Used in the secret

Safety of
Night, to
Share the stories
And messages
Of those who
Gather on street
Corners that parents
Drive their toddlers
Away from.
Across the barrier
Of dull, worn
Cement to avoid
The clouds of
Tobacco.
It’s a night
Hobby,
Better than returning
To what only
Few can call home,
Where their
Little sisters
Still cry every night,
By the bruises

Hidden horizon

On their Teddy
Bear,
And their
Little brothers
Whine over
Their dismembered
Plastic trucks.
They disperse
Into the night,
Slinking like cunning
Stray cats,
Relying on instinct
Into the dark,
Where they raise
Their cans
Full of inspiration
And hope
To paint a
Life they wish
They could say
They saw in their
Bathroom
Mirrors.

Joyce Shi

The clouds hang
Low over the silhouettes
Of skyscrapers,
Marked with neon
Signs and
Billboards
Advertising luxury
Materialism,
Taunting the contrast
Of people
Wandering beneath
Them.

Alleys
Against slabs of
Cement road.

Markets stand,
Dusty in
The setting sun,
Strewn across
A cityscape
Marbled with cobblestone

Fondness of this
City
Always escapes
Me when
I think of how
The commotion

Distinct,
The explicit
Chatter of late-summer
Cicadas vibrate
Mutedly against
A noisy background
Of vibrant voices
And jammed cars.
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Consumes my mind,
Yet when I
Have left,
Reminiscence of
Shanghai
And its lost city
Skyline,
Beautiful
Galleries of people
And clamor,
And obliviousness
To the differences
Between its own
Streets,
Always come back
To thrive and
Haunt my
Dreams.

Tragedy part I

Accident
Taylor Klinksy

Mina Stevens

A glimmer
A bawk

Standing on a busy street is not fun. Especially when there’s a truck barreling towards you and
impact is inevitable. I screamed and covered my
face, turning to run off the side of the road. But too
late. The truck came up on me, and I flew onto the
ground, red liquid pouring from my side and face. I
sobbed, lying on the ground with the truck a few
feet away.
“CUT!” yelled a man.
Standing up, I abruptly stopped crying and
brushed myself off indignantly. “Cut? What do you
mean CUT?! I did that perfectly, crying and everything!”

A shimmer
A squak
A metallic sigh
A feather falls
A short good-bye
It’s the end of it all.

(A robot ate a chicken.)

trinket

Moonlight

Rachel Mitchell

Rachel Mitchell

I found some sort of trinket on the sidewalk. It
looked like some sort of necklace with a black cat design surrounded by a triangle. I picked it up to get a
closer look. Attached was a note that said that whoever
picked up the necklace would have good luck every day
that they pushed the button on the cat’s eye.

“Well, you are never going to believe this,
but I have actually heard moonlight.”
I heard that one day, a few weeks ago, and
it has stayed in my mind. Every night, for the
past two weeks, I have gazed up at the night
sky and listened as hard as I could, but I heard
nothing.

I decided to keep it.
And I pushed the button.
Then I wished I hadn't.

Tonight was different though. I was just
about to go back inside when I heard it. Atop
a pine tree, an owl was hooting. Then I heard
a rustling in the grass as some chipmunks
scurried through. There was this clicking noise
as about a dozen fireflies lit up the lawn, flashing their signals in the crisp autumn air. My
entire front yard was then overcome with music and light. A wolf howled in the distance,
and that was when the moon came out from
behind the clouds. For that one moment, everything seemed suspended in time. Then the
moon disappeared into the darkness of the
night. The owl hooted one last time, and everything was silent.

Suddenly, out of nowhere, a tornado came tearing
down the street, ripping up everything in its path. Trees,
cars, even the top floor of the Chrysler Building! Luckily,
I escaped. Then I noticed something engraved on the
leg of a lamp post. I could've sworn it wasn't there before. It said "Don't trust the note. The necklace causes
bad luck. Get rid of the necklace now and whatever you
do, DON'T PUSH THE BUTTON!"
I realized that I caused the tornado. That certainly
explains things, especially because this area is practically
tornado-free. I took a detour through a forest and
chucked it behind a tree.
When I was two blocks from home, a bird dropped
it back on my neck. As I fingered it, I accidentally
pushed the button, and was skyrocketed by a sudden
blast, and landed in my bed! At first, I thought it was all
a dream, but then I saw the necklace on my bedside
table. Uh oh…

I finally can say it. I have heard moonlight,
and it was beautiful.
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Ghost Writer

Grace Salamone

Blue drops fell on the paper, the ink piling up in
a reflective puddle. I could see my transparent self,
just enough to know that I looked like a mess, with
my brown hair going in every direction possible.
But hey, it adds character. I set my pen down. The
clock was ticking, and my mind was going more
blank by the minute. I crumpled up my paper, and
threw it away with the rest. The pile on the floor
grew to the size of Mt. Everest. I should have tossed
them in the fireplace to add some warmth to the
room, and to cover my mistakes with the burnt ashes. The sound of the crumpling paper was so repetitive, it pounded in my ears like a drum. He would
be home soon, and I had nothing written. Well, no
more than a few words. He was the one haunting
me. Ha, ironic, isn’t it? I find it crazy that the roles
can swap in a heartbeat.
There was no use anymore. He would be back
soon, and angry at the lack of words, as well as the
effort. I would be banished again; back to the start.
I was already given my second chance, and everybody knows the rules—no thirds. Well, I’m lucky I
even got another chance. I can’t count on one hand
the amount of people who hadn’t gotten a third
time. The job was tough. Writing a whole song, poem, or story with only a brief description—if that—
of what it should be about. I don’t even get credit,
not even one word about my writing. It takes hard
work, and I have a life, too. Well, had.
Let’s get on the same page. Once you can’t get
the job done, sometimes you can get a second
chance, if He sees potential. That’s what had happened to me, and normally I am decent at writing.
Just not if I’m under pressure. Which I always am, at
least in this situation. But if He doesn’t see anything, you get banished. Back to the start, where
you came from, never to be seen—well, heard
from—again. And that’s how it goes, can’t and
won’t change. Ever.
My heart started to pound, faster, faster, faster.
I knew it. He was back, I could hear the keys jingling. I looked up at the clock. My time was up.
Good going, Jeremy, I thought. The door opened,
creaking with every movement. I sat, with no expression on my transparent face, in the wooden
chair. I’ve been sitting there for, I don’t know. A

long time? I stood up, my legs feeling weak and
numb.
“Nothing, Jeremy? And to think, I wasted so
much time on a lost cause.” I was disappointed in
myself. I grabbed the pen and held it tight, like it
was all I had left—and technically, it was.
“No, sir. I, I…”
“Silence!” He yelled. Then took a breath. “Well,
I’m disappointed. I suppose it’s to the Void with
you,” he said in a calmer tone. But he was still harsh.
His voice was the coldest thing in the room, echoing against the bare walls. My head shrunk as His
voice grew. “And to think, I wasted a whole chance
just to throw you away with the rest. No time for
errors, so let’s get you to the Void before you make
anymore.” I hung my head low, and I looked like a
dog who had disappointed his master. But at least
it’s true.
I hated the way He said it, more than the actual
idea of being in The Void. In case you were wondering, it’s exactly what it sounds like. A deep, black pit
of despair and torture. A place with you and your
thoughts. Nothing less, nothing more. Odd, isn’t it?
I’ve gotten used to the idea.

Broken
Taylor Klinksy
The bright lights of the stage scorched my eyes. I
didn’t know how much longer I could stand the heat,
the repetition of the dance, the uncomfortable
shoes. At least I had Sabrina by my side. I was distracted by the sound of wood snapping, and I
looked around for the source of the sound. It was
coming from above me. Suddenly, a piece of broken
railing fell to the ground at the opposite end of the
stage and a shadow followed it onto the floor with a
sickening CRUNCH.
My eyes brimmed with tears as my fears were
confirmed. I bolted over to the figure, where it lay on
its side, head at an unnatural angle. Tears streaming
down my face, my legs collapsed as I flopped hopelessly next to it. I looked up at Sabrina, my sadness
leaking out of my eyes. “Do you think anything is
broken?”
She nodded sadly. It was too late. My dreams
were over. There would be no mannequin in the
school play.
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Siri

Confessions of
an Avid Reader

Taylor Klinksy

When I have a query,
I call you by name.
Your response to my question
Is never the same.
“What is the weather?”,
I shout and I hiss.
“Joe Heather is not on
Your contacts list.”
“What is the weather?”,
I whisper and coo.
“Weather is not at
A restaurant near you”.
“What is the weather?”,
My patience now ebbs.
“Would you like me to look up
That phrase on the web?”
“What is the weather?”,
With tears in my eyes,
“5 degrees Fahrenheit,
Clear, sunny skies.”

Ok, so last night I was re-reading Harry Potter
for the zillionth time, when I got busted by my
mom! She told me that I was grounded, including
school, and I can't read for an entire week! The
school thing was bad enough, but what I'm really
enraged about is not being able to read or write
anything! That includes instructions, books, this
list, games, bulletin boards, and anything that has
words on it in general! On the bright side, not
having school means I won't be tempted to read
anything in the hallways.
So, after I'm done with this entry, I won't write
in here for seven days, so the next time you'll hear
from me is the thirteenth. I'm going to punch my
pillows, lock myself in my room with enough food
and water for a week, and try to hibernate, even
though I might wake up every once in a while.
See you in a week,
Rachel

Mickey Mouse Man
3/23/09 Diary Entry #341

Today, I journeyed to the
tropical city of Orlando, Florida.
There were many tourist attractions there, and my exploration
group went to one of them. Disney World, as they called it. Once
we arrived in a very busy section,
shortly after buying a “Churro,”
with my travel buddies Ricky and
Alex, someone donning the fur of
a Mickey Mouse approached me.
I have hunted many creatures
in my day, but have never encountered one of these majestic
beasts. They appear to be quite
exotic, with vibrant colors, and
elaborate patterns. During my
remaining time in this city, I hope
to locate a Mickey Mouse fur to
purchase. I looked around for
Ricky and Alex, but they were nowhere to be found. I kept my eyes
averted from the man, but I could
still feel their eyes boring into me
from afar. Once arrived in front of
me, I could truly admire the fur,

Rachel Mitchell

March 6, 2019

Sean Caruso

but not for long.
Towering above me at around
seven and a half feet, he grabbed
my shoulders with surprising
force, and wheeled me around,
without saying a word. Another
man, on cue, ran out of a group
of pedestrians with a camera. I
opened my mouth to protest, but
it was too late. The shutter
clicked, and the photo rolled out
of the camera. He stuffed it in my
pocket, and ran away.
I was quite confused, but
started to walk away. The Mickey
Mouse Man spun me back
around, with such force that I
spun around again before facing
him, he leaned down, blocking
out the sun. He rubbed his
stained mitten together, signaling
for money. “No.” I said. “I don’t
want to give you money.”
He growled, which was frightening, and I could smell the fur he
was wearing. It smelled of cardboard and death, which was terrible. I turned to 11
run, but he moved

with incredible speed and agility.
He stuck out his battered yellow
foot to trip me, then swiftly
changed positions to kick me in
the stomach on my way down.
Once on the dirty pavement, I
opened my mouth to scream, but
he snatched my half-eaten churro
from my clenched fist, and stuffed
it down my throat, which prompted me to begin a serious coughing fit. He had choked me, so decided to solve the issue in the
worst way possible.
He pounced on me, jamming
an elbow into my stomach, sending the churro out from whence it
came. He ripped his glove off and
yanked my wallet from my trousers, snatching two 20-dollar bills
from it. He threw the rest of my
cash back at me, and a muffled
laugh escaped form the depths of
his headpiece as he waved the
bills in front of me. He ran off,
and I lay there, dazed, as I tried to
understand what had happened.

Calligraphy Panel

Kristen Azzara, Adeline Kaufman

There are a thousand different ways to produce the beautiful style of writing known as calligraphy, from easy faux-calligraphy to that done with fancy styluses. But we have a few tips to help
you create your own amazing hand lettered designs!

THE BASIC THEORY
Calligraphy is a form of cursive in
which the downstrokes ( / ) are thicker
than the upstrokes ( \ ).

THE FIRST STEP
When you are beginning your calligraphy journey, be sure to start by practicing going from thin
upstrokes to thick downstrokes. You may have inferred, but upstrokes are the pencil strokes you
make that are going upward, and downstrokes are the strokes going downward. You can practice this by making what looks like a stretched squiggly line, and then making another line on
your downstroke. This creates the effect that you made your line thicker.

You can fill these
in—or not!

HOW TO GET YOUR CALLIGRAPHY HANDWRITING
Contrary to regular cursive, writing those eye-catching calligraphic letters doesn’t require
a continuous pencil stroke. In fact, when I write my letters, I lift my pencil very frequently.
For example, the word “hello” in cursive would be written

{xÄÄÉ . But for calligraphy, I

would write :

Below is how I write each individual letter.

For me, it is easier to write entire words, versus the single letters shown above, but this
may not be the case for you. There are some words that I practiced over and over when
I was just learning. Once you have gotten the hang of a few words, add an extra line on
all of the downstrokes and fill them in, making the downstrokes thicker.
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You can write your words many different ways,
depending on the purpose or the goal of the
project, or if you are just trying to expand your
calligraphy skills. Some examples are below:

Now turn the page to see some calligraphy
submitted by BRMS students!

I started to write them this way only after I was completely comfortable
with the regular, non-bouncy calligraphy. Now, I find it easier to write
words this way because it gives me more freedom with how I can write
my words. You might find this an easier way to begin, rather than working on the basic calligraphy first, or you might find it more difficult. One
of the things I like about calligraphy is the liberty you can take about
the “font” of your cursive.
Once I mastered basic calligraphy, I started to learn about other ways to write
my words. I gave my words extra “levels,” as well as making the letters thinner
and more spaced apart. This creates a bouncier or more balanced look.
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Here are some creative calligraphy and handlettering designs by Barker Road students!

—Ellen Johnson Sirleaf

—Anonymous
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Artwork: Adeline Kauf-
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In Space: Chapter 1
Dust lifted from the pale and
desolate surface of the dark rock
known as the moon to the people of
Earth; it rose above the ground as
something out of place rode over the
untamed plains of the pale sphere.
From far, it would seem as just a
small rock, rolling across a white
beach; but if another glance is taken,
you would see that this was no object
in its natural habitat. It was a machine, something brought by explorers coming from far away, millions of
kilometers away. It rolled across the
surface, contouring any extrusions
coming up from the unmerciful landscape, its tracks, whitened by the
dust, lifting the cloud behind it. The
journey wouldn’t last long, as the
vehicle approached something else
that was out of place. The dark, kite
shaped complex, held up by columns
resembling legs and having an attached compartment to its left,
blinked in the complete darkness
with a thousand lights, guiding the
small vehicle towards it. As it approached, its headlights lit up a
ramp, leading to a door barring any
entry into the great metal palace.
Suddenly the gate split in half,
sliding into the walls on either side of
the huge compartment, revealing
another layer of iron, which split this
time horizontally. This layer opened
as well, revealing a great, high-ceiling
hangar, sheltering another vehicle.
The great feat of engineering had a
cockpit protruding from the fuselage,
and short wings folded into a position alongside the fuselage. Three
hydraulic cylinders in a tricycle configuration, each ending in a sort of
circular foot boasting four toes, supported the massive machine while it
was on the ground. The dark grey
and green craft lay motionless, illuminated by the bright headlights of the
first vehicle, now pulling into the
hangar, under the right wing of the
ship.
The driver and passenger doors
suddenly popped out from the sides
of the vehicle, letting two dark figures, obscured and hidden by the
absence of the headlights, who were

slain by the removal of the keys. Their
heads seemed much too large for
any human, and they wore packs apparently sewed onto their bodies. But
the embodiments that they were
contained in, was what kept the oxygen in their lungs from being swept
out, and their bodies from freezing
into solid ice in the frigid temperatures of the dark side of the moon.
Slowly stepping away from the deserted vehicle, the two figures exchanged no words, only undefined
looks, hidden by their thick glass helmets. As similar as they seemed, the
suits were not identical. Though almost so, they were different only by
one word. Written on the front of
their helmets, just below the rim of
the glass, were their names.
A gray staircase led them up to a
door, contoured by warning signs. As
the door opened with the entering of
an access code, another began to
close. The huge doors, both the horizontal pair and the vertical pair of
doors at the other end of the hangar
were closing, their sudden spring into
life accompanied by the thousands of
red LED’s blinking fiercely. The vertical sliding doors were the first to
connect. And only a second later, the
horizontal doors closed in the gap in
unison with the ignition of dozens of
gas vents, slowly pressurizing the
dark compartment. Silence ushered
in, only to be broken by the sudden
swishing sound of the airlock access
hatch. Li was the first to step in, followed immediately by Galloway.
The door slid to the right and
filled the gap, almost in sync with his
movements. Benches lined the inside
of the small decontamination chamber. Both men sat on opposing sides
of the room, facing each other, still
not speaking. Then a small module
descended from the ceiling through
a small hole above their heads, stopping abruptly at about waist height,
only to spray a clear liquid from two
tubes protruding from the circular
machine. For exactly five seconds it
showered them with this liquid, then
retreated to its metallic ceiling lair,
leaving the liquid to drip off them
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and into the many holes in the floor.
Briskly slipping off his gloves, Galloway suddenly opened his mouth and
mutters words. Words cursing the
bulk of their garments.
“Everything takes time, my
friend,” said Li, lifting his head to
meet the amused yet frustrated face
of his companion. “And I use the
term friend, very loosely.”
“Too long in some cases,” he answers. “Seriously, can you give it a
rest, researchers are not worrying
about our convenience! All they’re
doing right now is funding us so that
they can make a profit.”
“I’ll only give it a rest if you stop
complaining. Ninety percent of conversations involving you are about
how bad our equipment is, things
don’t always have to be about you. If
you don’t feel like wearing a suit, I’m
sure that you can wear scuba gear
and be fine.”
“I wish,” sighed Galloway. Removing parts of the suits as if peeling off
skin from their bodies, revealed blue,
gray, and silver uniforms with
stitched names and roles aboard the
station, known as KR-37. Li, unlike
Galloway, did not complain, thus finishing the process of taking off all
parts of his suit, and storing them.
Finishing first did not bring any reward, except for allowing him to
watch and listen to his inpatient companion struggle with the suit for several more minutes. The doors slid
open and out walked the two men,
but no rest awaited them.
Galloway, the traffic controller,
walked briskly and quickly to his station. In his chair, he sat, surrounded
by three consoles, each possessing a
screen and hundreds of buttons and
switches, each performing a specific
task.
Li, the driver and pilot of the vehicles, moved to the conference
room to report his excursion to the
rest. He collapsed into his chair, furthest from the door in the octagonal
room. In front of him were 8 more
swiveling chairs. One would certainly
be empty for more time than the
others, occupied usually by the now

busy controller.
Greene, the station’s technician,
was always early for these kinds of
things. Quiet as could be, he descended into his seat and started
shuffling the cards he kept in his
pocket all the time. Slowly, others
filled into the room, saying things
like: “Hey Li! What did you find?” answered usually with phrases like, “Just
try and guess” or “Same as always.”
When everyone had arrived, he
started to read the records written by
the vehicle’s onboard computer.
“Alright, let’s get this over with.
Change in soil composition, none.
Seismic activity, none. Atmospheric
composition change, none. Rotation
speed alteration, none,” he paused to
draw breath. “So. Nothing special as
you can see. Now what do we have
next on the agenda today?”
“Well, we did pick up a projectile
of unknown origin on course for
Earth about six days away, but we can
probably repel it with the laser guided charges,” said Brown, the astronomy specialist tasked with surveying
things that went around Earth. “We
also…”
“Sorry I’m so late guys, there was
some dude who wanted to bring in
something illegal and I couldn’t understand what he was saying; he had
this really thick accent and he was
speaking really fast,” Galloway
laughed as he finished his sentence.
“I think that he was lost or something
because he seemed to have idea that
I was scanning him! What an idiot!”
Galloway stopped suddenly, as he
realized that no one was listening to
his elaborate story. The only attention he had gained were the annoyed
eyes of the rest of the crew. Everyone
knew how Galloway had the worst
manners on the station, and that
Brown hated it when he was interrupted. A frown overtook over his
face and he tried to open his mouth
to apologize, but instead closed it
instantly.
“Anyway,” Brown continued as
the intruder sat down. “We also just
received the new converters for the
life-support system, apparently,
they’re almost twice as efficient as
the old ones left over from four years
ago when we first got here.”

“Alright then, after this Greene
and I are gonna go down and put
those in, shouldn’t be too long,” exclaimed Carrie, engineer. “Though I
have one question, did Atmospheric
& co. improve the installation mechanism? Because we still have duct tape
keeping the oldies from flying all
over the place.”
“I don’t know.”
“Ok,” she added plainly.
By this time, the yellow light
above the table showed its full potential, shadows were cast upon the
dirty metal floor. Corners stayed obscured, hiding the filthiest elements
of the complex. Buzzing coming from
the next floor down filled the room
with a dark background noise. For
two moments, no words were exchanged between mouths and ears.
By this time, Greene was playing poker with the two people on either side
of him, Langley and Harish. His tall
and angular build was shadowed
against the wall, slowly swaying with
the movement of the hanging light.
Suddenly, Carrie broke the silence:
“Anyway, come on Greene, time
to go get rid of that duct tape.”
Greene groaned, and she looked
at him with those eyes; the ones that
said: I despise of your laziness, you
couch potato. Something like that,
but he knew very well that if he didn’t
smarten up, then he would be in serious trouble.
“Can’t you manage on your
own?” he mumbled as he leaned his
head back over his chair, shortening
his shadow. “It’s only duct tape and a
little bit of clicking things together.”
“Greene! Get up off your lazy
butt, get the new converters and let’s
go already!” she yelled, her face as
straight and serious as a wild animal
ready to kill. “Seriously, you’re starting to remind me of Galloway!”
“Oh, man. Now that’s just mean,”
mentioned Langley. Greene groaned
again, the muscles in his legs tensed,
bringing his upper legs in line with
the calves. His shadow straightened
and rose as his body did, the lamp
from above shed light upon his figure. He swayed indecisively for a moment, but then strengthened his
stand. On top of his straight shoul-
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ders lay two straps, each running
down the length of his torso and abdomen, meeting a greasy, yale blue
mechanic’s suit at the waistline, the
ones that people wore when cleaning
and maintaining the cars of the past.
The top part had been unzipped, revealing a gray shirt and the straps
underneath. Although the light had
revealed his body, his face, the seat
of emotion and expression lay
shrouded in obscurity, for his head
surpassed the fixture. With his arms
gloomily flopping around at his side,
he gradually crossed the eight-sided
room, following the engineer down
to the rooms containing all the processing units keeping them alive, including the ones held together with
duct tape.
The room seemed to sit itself in
silence, bringing with it all the people
sitting in the chairs. The silence was
killed by the squeaking of metal;
someone had left their chair. Li, still
dressed in his orange, blue, and silver
flight suit, strode briskly across the
room, stopping under the frame, the
only exit and entryway to the room.
His face, his glasses and all of him
was illuminated by the yellow light,
still swaying gently in the un-present
wind. He drew air and held it in, silently watching the landscape outside. A long, elongated expiration
followed, but it ended all too quickly.
“Hey, Floyd?”
“Yeah. What’d you need now?”
the smoker said, finally sitting up
straight. Always sitting with his back
hunched and his feet upon the table,
it was rare to see the crude and dirty
corpsman pay attention.
“Could you come down to the
maintenance bay, I need you to calibrate the steering mechanism; the
movement of the rover compared to
the position of the yoke is way off,” Li
stated precisely, looking down at his
shoes, muffling his voice.
“Sure, but that depends on
whether you could spot me a piece o’
that stash,” Floyd answered, straightening his slender body.
“Fine, although I don’t understand why I have to keep giving you
this stuff to maintain government
equipment, when they already pay
you to maintain it.”

Floyd shrugged, “You can’t request anything special from me without a bonus, dude. If I would go and
check them myself, then your stash would stay yours,
but since you asked…”
“Hold that thought,” he interrupted. “Kelley, how
‘bout you?”
She sat in the seat to the left of where Li had been
moments before. She too, had her face hidden by
darkness, the light had been blocked by her prized
possession. Atop her slightly curled hair, drawn back
like a horse’s tail, laying primly, sat an Edmonton Oilers
cap. The bill, extended only a couple inches past
Kelley’s face, put nonetheless, her face was hidden.
Two seconds after the question was asked, she tilted
her head up, revealing her face. Piercing blue eyes
showed, her gaze caused Li to shrink back. But then
she smiled.
“Free.”
“You don’t want anything?” Li asked with utter bewilderment. She nodded, still smiling. “Yep. Well… If
you don’t count the enjoyment of watching ‘Jack’ here
loose his daily money, then yeah.”
“Whoa. I should have been asking you since day
1.”
“Ugh. Why do you always have to ruin my deals like
that?” interrupted the schemer. “Seriously, I had it all
wrapped up!”
“Weren’t you listening?” she chuckled. “I do it just
for the fun of watching you complain and whine.”
Immediately after bringing her lips together once
more, she lifted herself off her seat. She wore a leather
flight jacket rapped around her waist, and dark green
cargo pants, reaching down towards white sneakers,
going up over the ankle. Her shirt, a tad too big for her,
hung loosely on her shoulders, displaying three, bold,
burgundy letters spelling MIT. She strode across the
room and through the door, continuing down the dark
hallway for almost thirty-five meters before stopping.
She turned on her heels and took two long steps back
towards Li, now standing just outside the doorway. Her
voice echoed through the corridor as she spoke, her
eyes almost glowing in the dark, dirty hall.
“Are you coming or what?”
He said nothing, instead started walking, and then
walking more quickly. He was only a few steps away
from her, when she suddenly turned again, and started
ahead, the metal floor creaking under their feet. The
hall was lined with pipes, silvery gray, but they were no
longer shining, overshadowed with dirt, and grease. No
effort was made to make the crew enjoy their environment, the grids, ending all the vents and shafts were
rusted, looking as if a creature, made only of rust, had
woven itself around the grid. They were bent, in all directions, as if someone had pried on them just for the
joy of destroying something. But this was not uncommon among human beings. People have often destroyed, demolished and broken anything that they
desire. The strangest aspect of this behavior, is that
there is no reason. And, it seems that no one will ever
understand it.

Literal Idioms...
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The Sub-Urban Dictionary
At LitMag, we always found ourselves inventing words, because the ones in the Urban Dictionary were
never quite right for what we needed. To solve this, we created our own dictionary: the SUB-Urban Dictionary. It has all the words we need!

belloidening:
(bel-’ȯi-den-ing)
The act of making up words.

“The other day I was belloidening
because I was so bored.”

word is different because it has an
exclamation mark at the end, no
matter what.

“I am offended! because of you.”

unspeechity:
(ůn-spēch-’it-ē)
The state of tripping over your words
every 5 seconds.

“OMG, I'm so unspeechity today!!!”

phonicling:
hegern:

(’fän-ik-ling)

(heg-’ern)

Purposely annoying someone, espe(wůrd-’i-tē)
cially through the use of verbal interWhat you call the word for someactions.
thing on the tip of your tongue but
“Mary was phonicling me by using
you just can’t seem to find it.

The result of randomly pressing keys
on the keyboard; pulling your hand
back and forth aimlessly.

“Hey, look at this hegern:
fuiaw7135y89q6ny”

laminocity, laminous
(lām-in-’ȯ-si-tē)/(’lām-in-ůs)

wordity:

her Spanish when I only knew
French.”

shnizzle:
(’shniz-el)

A waft of something sweet smelling.
The amount of lameness possessed
“I took a shnizzle of the cotton canby something. If something is laminous, it is considered to have a lot of dy, and my mouth watered.”
laminocity.

supercalifrailisticexpi“Wow, that is so laminous!" or "The
laminosity of [insert something here] alidocius:
is astounding!"
(süp-er-kal-i-fra-i-lis-tik-eks-pē-al-iloseful:
(’lüz-fůl)
The state of being prone to losing
things.

mejerp:

The imprint made on skin when
sleeping on something textured.

telee:
(‘tē-lē)

“I fell asleep on my earbuds and now A round metal thing that you use to
hit someone on the head with. (AKA
I have two straight mejerps.”

offended!:
(ə-’fend-əd)!
Offended! is a word that is, apparently, used by Canadians when they are
upset or mad about something. This

worm:
(’wůrm)
Any exclamation that one could
want. Usually in a good or bad manner.

"Oh worm! I got a good grade!" or
"Worm! I failed the Algebra test!"

’dō-shůs)
yeast wind:
What you say when you know exactly
(yēst wind)
what to say, but you just don't want
The smell that comes from the bakto say it. (And yes, it is missing a letery.
ter…)

“I am so forgetful and loseful today!” “How did my math test go? Well, supercalifrailisticexpialidocius.” *runs
away*
(me-’jerp)

“I have a wordity that means adding
a negative force to a positive force to
create a neutral force... Countered!”

a frying pan used violently.)

“My telee hurts people every time
they insult me.” “OW!!!”
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Now try some fun activities with your new vocabulary!
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BELLOIDENING

HEGERN

LAMINOCITY

LOSEFUL

MEJERP

OFFENDED!

PHONICLING

SHNIZZLE

TELEE

UNSPEECHITY

WIND

WORDITY

WORM

YEAST

And A story with these Words...
Rachel Mitchell
The other day, I was belloidening when I fell asleep on my pencil and got a mejerp.
While I was asleep, my brother snuck up on me and hit me with a telee that
smelled like yeast wind. After he did that, he fed the dog my homework, which
made me feel offended! because it was a fifty-page report (most of it was made
up of hegerns, though). Now, he is watching a snaga of Shrek memes. "SETFY!!"
My brother just whacked me again with that stupid telee of his.
Can you find the two words that are NOT in the Sub-Urban dictionary?
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A Story Starter...
“And we could have matching outfits…” Mrs.
Braken continued.
“Mom,” Wanda said over her mom’s mumbling excitement and mixed worries.
“Oh! We can have a nickname-”
“Mom!” Honesty looked down at Wanda. “I
don’t think you understand. I don’t want to be
an enchantress like you. I just want to be me.”
“Honey, you can’t just choose to not be
something you are-”
“I want to freely be able to die my hair any
color of the rainbow, or read late till midnight,
or draw terribly as I please. I don’t want to be
you,” Wanda had formed tears by this point of
was wiping her nose with the sleeve of her
black hoodie.
“Wanda!” Honesty protested. “You can do
all of that just like always, you’ll just have to
take more caution and you’ll have less limits.
Nothing else will change.”

10-year-old Mina Stevens

“Everything
will change!” Wanda insisted.
“It’ll be like always.”
“I’ll never be a normal girl again.”
“You’ll still have me and dad and-”
“I WANT IT TO STOP!” Wanda screamed
sending her mom a few steps back in shock. “I
just want to stop.” She sobbed.
Honesty wrapped her arms around her like a
blanket and rocked Wanda back and forth
while stroking her blue hair and whispering “It’s
okay. It’s okay.” When Wanda stopped crying
she looked up at her mother and thought to
herself; I really have no choice, do I? My race is

in danger, my brother is dead, my boyfriend
has betrayed me.
My mother let go of me, smiling softly. She
walked away, leaving only me and my own
thoughts.

Gregory
Mina Stevens
Once upon a time, in the far away and
mysterious land of Rochester, New York, there
was a young boy who forgot to do his homework. Gregory was a fairly well-kempt little boy,
and he was freaking out. He had forgotten his
homework once before in Kindergarten and his
teacher had slapped him with a ruler. She got
fired the next year.
As the Mrs. Mole's heels clicked desk-todesk, picking up scrappy papers as she went,
Gregory thought hard to himself, trying to
come up with a valid reason as to why he forgot to do his homework. His head hurt, so this
task was harder for him than usual. Not to mention that this student barely had any experience
in coming up with excuses, since he was always
on time with everything.
Suddenly, "Mr. Gregory? Where is your
work?"
[Insert the longest "Uhhh..." you've ever
heard]

"If you forgot to do it, you can just tell me,"
she said, laughing to herself. Mrs. Mole was an
experienced teacher and was used to naughty
children, not to mention children who thought
they were naughty, but were, in fact, quite the
opposite.
Regardless of her sweet tone, Gregory
turned red and prepared for the beating.
"Did...you...forget...it?" she repeated. This kid
was kind of freaking her out. He looked like he
was preparing for the end. He might have
been...
Gregory didn't know how to respond. He
fidgeted in his mind for a bit, but when nothing
came to mind, he responded, "...No."
There was an awkward silence.
Mrs. Mole shrugged. "Ok!"
He didn't get slapped. But later that afternoon he got hit by a car and was in the hospital
in a coma for a solid ten years.
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WHAt Vegetable ARE You?
What is closest to your favorite color?

Favorite core class?

A. Red

A. Science

B. Blue

B. Math

C. Green

C. Social Studies

D. Yellow

D. English

Favorite season?
A. Summer

If you had to rap battle a cartoon character who would
it be?

B. Winter

A. Squidward

C. Autumn

B. Doofenshmirtz

D. Spring

C. Dora
D. Garfield

Favorite book genre?
A. Sci Fi

Mostly...

B. Nonfiction

A: Carrot

C. Fantasy

B: Corn

D. Fiction/ Realistic fiction

C: Lettuce
D: Pepper
*If you have the same number of 2 different letters you
are a salad*

Strong

Sunrise
Alyssa Ferrer

Maeve St. John

A slow giant rose above the horizon.
Just an ant on a marble
Watches
From the green and blue.
Darkness.
Bright flakes are sprinkled throughout
The empty space.
Change from one green day to the next.
An eternity of darkness outside.
The marble waits.
Until
The giant comes again.
Only to be blinded by the wavelengths.
Colors.
A new day.

What does it mean to be strong?
Does it mean muscles,
or does it mean pain?
Does it mean able to withstand trouble?
Or does it mean “look for rainbows instead of
rain”?
Whatever it is, I still haven’t found meaning.
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More Garflede
Fanart...

Modern GarfleDE
Sean Caruso
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Use this blank comic and the one line given to create your own creative story!

THAT’S
A CAT!
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Monster Match
Can you match these creatures form ancient mythology with their name? Draw lines connecting the
matches. Check your answer on page 36.

Kraken
Harish
Amorak
Manticore
Phoenix
Bennu
Jormangandr

Artwork: Kristen Azzara
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Weeping Willow
Light grays and lavenders

Bleeding Rose

Anonymous

Anonymous
Days and days pass

Caress the sky,
Brushing away the tears

Toxic beauty behind glass
Such yearning to be freed, but

Of night.
A shadow of misery

Oh, how the rose bleeds

Stays rooted tight,

Withering petals fall
One by one they come to call
On her death-wrinkled skin,
Rosy blood dries within

For her tears will now
Take flight.
The breeze sprints through;
Whistling, echoing
Its sad tune,
Shivering too much.

Lifted of the golden stand
Poison thorns bite her hand

Here fall the tears.
They spiral down,
Ripped from their homes

Acrid smoke rises from her tears
And the bleeding rose leaves a blood red smear.

Like refugees wandering
Alone.
They dance through the air,
Making one last flare.
The first one hits the cold pool
Disrupting the thin layer
Of calm ripples.
And waves crash,
Tears fall in time
With the sunrise.

Tragedy Part II

The End

Mina Stevens

Maeve St. John

A snap

I have reached the end of the road.

A crunch

The end of my path.

A trap

The end of this stage in my existence.

A hunch

What’s next?

A deathly squeeze

Do I choose left or right?

A drop cascades
Taunt and tease
The glory fades.

Do I go up or down?
Too bad there isn’t a yellow brick road to guide me.
I guess I’ll just have to make my own.

(A hair tie suffocates an apple.)
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GHOST writer coloring Page

How well do you know your authors? Write your answers as to who you
think each person is down below! Answer on page 38:
1.______________________

2.______________________

3.______________________

4.______________________

5.______________________
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July 2, 2042
Alyssa Ferrer
Dear Diary,

sandwiches, told me to
keep the light off. So with only the light from the

This morning, I woke up to the floorboards
creaking as my family tiptoed over them throughout

stars shining through a small window in the basement, I felt my way through the mess with only a

the house. I’m always the last one awake. I walked
down the steps and with a thud I jumped down the

small flashlight into the small, unorganized closet
under the stairs where I somehow found Exploding

last two. As my mom shushed me, I knew immedi-

Kittens, Uno and a regular deck of cards with a pic-

ately that something was wrong. The house was si-

ture from St. Thomas, V.I. on the back. I slipped my

lent. The stillness made it feel like someone was
watching us. I asked what was going on and my dad
just told me to pack enough clothes and activities to

findings into the front of the bag in the dim kitchen
light. I discovered my missing sketchbook lying under a pile of my brother’s old homework and decid-

last a little bit. He stated to everyone at once to
bring only a small bag, and to layer our clothes. Immediately, I felt the warm, inviting tone of the house
turn to fear and anxiety. It seemed odd that he did-

ed to take that and a few pencils also. After only 30
minutes of packing for wherever we were going, my
mom was hustling everyone out the door. I swiftly
put my sneakers and winter coat on and as we

n’t mention where we were going or why, but I ran
up the edge of the stairs to avoid the creaky boards.
The first thing I grabbed was a stuffed dog I’ve had
since I was three, and then I dug through the closet

rushed out the back door into the early morning, I
put on the backpack and before I knew it we were
on our way through the woods I knew so well, up
hills and past a rock, which seemed to be shoved

for a bag. I found a hiking backpack and gently

into the ground by a giant. We soon trailed off the

placed the dog inside of it. I took some of my

narrow path into poison ivy infested earth; we were

clothes out of the dresser and put them on one by

normally more cautious, but were too tired to care.

one. By the end, I was wearing three t-shirts, two
pairs of leggings, two pairs of sweatpants and some

Walking deep into the woods, I could see a faint
sunrise. We must have been walking for hours,

fuzzy socks. Being as inconspicuous as possible, I

seeming to get nowhere fast with my brother lead-

made my way down the hall and to the bathroom
where I collected a few hair ties, some deodorant, a

ing ahead and me trailing behind. As the sky turned
from red to blue, I knew our lives had already

toothbrush and what was left of my toothpaste. I
would have normally put my toothbrush in a plastic

changed with the colors of the leaves.

bag before putting it into the backpack, but I could
see the urgency in my parents. Before going downstairs, I snatched two books from my closet. My Side
of the Mountain and The Book Thief were then
slipped into my bag. I hurriedly went into the basement to get some card games and activities but my
mom, who was making peanut butter and jelly
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A study of time
The first thing the boy sees
when he wakes up are post-it
notes. Hundreds of striking red
post-its pasted all over the wall.
One falls to the floor, giving up on
all of its stickiness, and he reads it
without thinking. Your name is

Aster. This is written by Lan, your
neighbor. You have a strange case
of amnesia. You won’t remember
me writing this or me at all. Just
knock on the door in front of
yours and I’ll explain. The boy has
a name. It turns out he also has
amnesia. “Aster” shakes his head.
He doesn’t know a Lan. Or an Aster. But Aster has stopped knowing the world years ago, and this is
one of the facts that he forgot.
When Aster finally decides to
get up, he stands facing the wall
of endless post-it notes. Old memories flash briefly before him, slipping away as fast as they came.
Aster wants to chase after them,
but he's too slow, time holding
him back in a circle of todays without the chance of tomorrows.
He can’t run towards himself,
so the next best thing is to the
door of this “Lan”. He hesitantly
knocks on the door and waits,
staring at the silver plaque on the
door. The door abruptly swings
opens and the stranger standing
behind it smiles. Lan smiles as Aster stands in front of him and
again, it feels like something he’s
known for a long time, but the
memory doesn’t have enough
strength to tug at his mind again.
Lan’s smile slowly fades. It’s too
hurt, too disillusioned when he
realizes that Aster doesn’t recognize him like Lan does. Lan lets
him in without any questions, and
it seems like Aster is the only one
who’s lost in the hours, and this
stranger is running from the abundance of time that Aster has.
Lan goes to the kitchen, and
he brings two steaming cups of

Jisu Oh

coffee when he comes back. Aster
fidgets by the door, glancing at
scattered pictures on the worn table. Lan motions for him to sit, and
slides a warm cup across the table
to him. As the two boys silently
drink, Aster can’t help but notice
the scars that mark Lan’s face. It’s
a shame, he thinks foolishly, as Lan
had a rather handsome face beneath. It doesn’t matter, Aster tells
himself. After all, he won’t remember a single mark from Lan’s face
tomorrow.
“I think you want to know who
I am", Lan's hand is slowly creeping to his pack of cigarettes and
Aster wants to slap it out of his
hand, because he knows that
smoking is stupid even if he
doesn’t remember the reason why
this stranger has even started. He
tears his eyes away from the cigarettes.
“Yes.” It’s a stupid answer, and
amongst other things, it feels
painfully familiar. Aster ignores it.
Lan scoffs. “You’ve answered
like this for the last two years.”
There’s mocking hidden beneath
his smooth voice, and Aster hurriedly looks back down at his
chipped cup.
“Since you aren’t in the mood
for asking questions, I’m going to
explain it myself.” Lan finally lights
the cigarette, and smoke curls out
of his mouth as he talks, small
gray wisps floating to the dull ceiling.
“You were diagnosed with this
disease four years ago when you
got in a car accident. We met a
little later, and I needed time before I understood what you have
and why you won’t remember my
name tomorrow.” Lan breathes
into his cigarette again, the end
glowing a fascinating shade of orange. He notices Aster staring at it
in awe, and throws his head back
and laughs. Aster joins in too, and
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they laugh, smoke curling in the
room and filling their lungs. But
through the smoke and the ash
the sadness hangs deep, because
the reason why they're laughing
isn’t funny at all.
—————Aster wakes up to a sea of red
post-it notes, deft writing scrawled
all over them, and he does not remember where nor who he is.
Maybe it’s the sickness that makes
Aster sad, or the rain outside that
never stops falling for him. It’s
been raining down on him for
years, but he still forgets every little drop he has caught.
Aster walks across the hallway
to a door with a familiar plaque on
it. He’s about to lift his fist to
knock when the door is suddenly
swung open from the inside. He
startles and steps back when he
sees a stranger standing in the
doorway, eyes rimmed with red
and a cigarette in his hand. He
sighs and directs into the kitchen,
with coffee and a pack of cigarettes already on the table. Heavy
clouds are already filling the small
room, with the ash tray nearly full
and clothes smelling like smoke.
The first cigarette is quickly lit and
Lan, accompanied by burning
lungs, is ready to talk.
Aster, surprisingly, talks a lot
today, which was a job usually reserved for Lan. He answers the numerous questions nonetheless,
smoke curling from his mouth as
he does. Aster pauses from his
rapid inquiries, and stares at the
shrinking cigarette and the gray
smoke that winds into spirals and
odd shapes, climbing the worn
walls.
“Lan, why do you smoke?” he
asks. The cigarette stops from its
journey back into the mouth, tip
glowing with the same shade orange. Aster assumes it’s a question
that often goes unanswered, and

he’s right when all Lan does is
laugh.
The laughter dies off and slides
into a comfortable smile, a cheeky
one that makes Aster smile back at
him. Lan doesn’t see it though,
arm reaching across the table for
another cigarette. Aster catches
the sadness dripping out of Lan’s
eyes, though, and especially how it
dyes the floor red. Aster smiles
back to this stranger through the
thick wall of smoke, and this one
makes it to the other side.
Aster catches a small memory
through the mess of his mind; a
moment of being told that he’s
not able to love, because he does
not have any tomorrows or yesterdays to base his love on. But it’s a
feeling that has no time, no borders or stop signs, and it has also
never stopped running from Aster.
Strangers will always be in a hurry.
And this one, with bleeding eyes
and burning lungs, seems to hurry
a little more than the others. Always, in the end, Aster will be left
alone in a paradox of time without
a chance of knowing his tomorrows and remembering his yesterdays.
Lan’s eyes are full with guilt
and hate, but they're also full with
broken seconds and lost minutes
that he should have. And he
doesn’t, while Aster has to experience the whole time of years
ahead.
“Do you like me?" Lan asks.
"Like you? No." Aster says. Lan
desperately tries to reach for his
hand, and Aster takes it.
"I'd just like to be part of all
your tomorrows I’m not going to
have.” Aster turns away, but he can
see the ash grey coming out of
Lan’s mouth; overwhelming and
outrageously thick, curling in the
moonlight. And then Aster understands that with every breath Lan
takes, he’s going to be a little closer to Aster’s version of the world:
the one where everything has
stopped.

—————Aster knocks on the familiar
dark door, then frowns when he
sees it’s unlocked. He walks into
the kitchen and glances at the
mess of pictures on the table.
“How did you get in?” Aster
startles and turns around to face
Lan, who burst out of the bedroom clutching a lighter.
“The door was unlocked!” Aster protests. Lan scowls.
“Do you know who I am?” he
demands. And Aster wants to, but
he doesn’t.
“No?” Lan stares at him, and
it’s quiet.
Aster’s done something wrong,
but he doesn’t know what. He
doesn’t know anything, apparently. He turns and walks away.
“I’m sorry.”
—————Lan was made to break, made
never to last even if he wants to,
while Aster is solid in hours he
does not want to own. Aster realizes this when he sees something he
shouldn’t.
He wakes up and reads the
notes. He tries to catch the coattails of memories that run past,
and wanders next door when he
can’t. It’s unlocked, and Aster feels
his hands slide on the cold doorknob before he pushes it open. It’s
blindingly bright, and he squints to
see the dark figure in what he assumes to be the kitchen.
There’s a stranger on the floor.
He thinks it’s Lan from the post-its.
He gets closer, and he’s crying.
He’s crying, and somehow everything seems darker.
“Are you okay?” he asks. The
stranger flinches and looks up at
him.
“Do you remember me?” he
asks, and Aster smiles.
“Yes.”
“Really?”
His smile passes through the
cloud of smoke. “No, I don’t.”
—————Aster stays up. He doesn’t let
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his mind betray him, writing paragraphs on the backs of used postits about Lan, and his face, and his
tears, about today. And for the
first time he can remember, he
gets to see the sun rise.
It’s tomorrow, and he remembers. Maybe it won’t last long, but
for now, it’s tomorrow.
He doesn’t take long to get
back to Lan’s house, and everything’s still familiar, but now it’s
vivid as well. But when he opens
the door, something’s wrong. Aster knows this when he opens an
unlocked door and finds that Lan’s
smoke this time is tinted red.
Time is running faster than
usual, and so are the memories
that are frantically running inside
Aster’s mind. This room should
feel familiar. He should know this
table, and especially the pictures
that are scattered around it.
There’s a faint echo of a phone
ringing, and when Aster replies to
it, it’s a funeral company asking
about Lan’s ceremony.
“What kind of flowers would
you like?”
Maybe time is trembling.
Maybe it's bleeding. Maybe Lan
was bleeding time instead of
blood, but Aster doesn't know it,
because Aster doesn't remember
Lan ever bleeding or smoking. Aster could’ve asked Lan why he
smoked every day and he still
wouldn’t know the answer. But
Aster thought he had enough days
stuck in time to ask this question
and forget about it.
Time is stopping. But maybe
time is only an abstract description
of an amount of life you're supposed to have. But Aster knows by
his own experience that it doesn't
matter if you have time.
It's never enough.
“Sir? What kind of flowers
would you like?”

Another Rapunzel Story
9-year-old MS
Once upon a recent time,
there was a girl named Mer. She
lived in a house along the coast of
Ireland with a loving mother who
protected her with everything she
had. Mer had no father, in fact,
she had no idea what a father was.
The girl learned quite quickly,
even though she was uneducated
of the “outside world”. For instance, she had never set foot into
a school, let alone the open air.
Her home had a lovely garden in a
greenhouse that was connected
to her house, as well as a pool.
Mer was content with her life and
only occasionally bored. But, one
night Mer discovered that her
mother was sneaking out while
she was asleep. The young girl
was angry about this and wanted
to confront her about it. She
thought she should wait until the
perfect time to do so. Now, you’re
probably wondering why Mer had
never gone outside. Her mother
was, unfortunately, a sliver short
of evil. However, Mer didn’t know
that because she
was...uneducated. Her mother told
her that she would die if she went
outside, and Mer always listened
to her mom.
The girl wasn’t brave enough
to go outside or ask how she
would die, as I told you, she was
intelligent, so she did ask, “Why
don’t you die when you go outside?”
Her mother had no idea that
Mer knew that she had went outside. It was a good thing that she
was a good liar. She responded,
“Well I have the ability to
transport from house to house.”

Mer responded, “Well, if you
could do that then why are you
walking around the yard in the
middle of the night?”
Her mother had no comeback
for that. She hesitated, then replied, “Ok, I didn’t want to tell
you, but, it's only you. If you go
outside you will die. You have a
disease, and you have no immune
system. If you go outside you
could catch anything, even diseases that haven’t been around for
millennia.”
Mer had no idea that she was
lying, again, she’s unaware of
most things. The reason her
mother was lying was so that Mer
wouldn’t realize that she was actually her aunt, and her real parents are being tortured next door
because they were the lost royalty
of Scotland. Her aunt was doing
that so if they wanted their
child back, and to go back to
Scotland, they would have to
crown her instead of the actual
King and Queen. Again, Mer didn’t know that.
The child had almost an entire
library of books, so she searched
for a book on the coolest new
things and found one: The Newest
Technologies of the World. It took
her a day, but she did finish it. It
said something about
“computers” and how they could
search anything that you could
imagine.
So next time she saw her
mother she asked, “Next time you
go out, could you get me a computer?”
Her mother replied, “Well, I
don’t see why not, maybe we
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could educate you online!”, not
seeing where Mer was going with
this.
Mer learned about that in a
book and decided she would
agree to that, so she could cover
up the real reason she wanted a
computer. The next day she
awoke to a computer on her desk.
She immediately jumped out of
bed and opened it to find the
manual to set it up. She plugged
in everything, set up all the software and the internet...she figured
out how to turn it on and turn it
off and close out of things and
open things, all in about two
hours before her mother got up.
She made herself some cereal
and made sure her mother was
still asleep and, thinking ahead,
she opened a tab on puppies and
opened another tab of Google.
She first searched her name. The
first thing that came up was an
article saying that she was missing. At first, she didn’t understand,
so she read the article. It said that
she was "kidnapped when she was
a newborn. Everyone was devastated; the land had no ruler. The
King and Queen were captured as
well and hid somewhere where no
one knew." Mer was very confused. She looked at the picture
that followed. It was a picture of a
boy and a girl with crowns on
their heads. She then interpreted
that they were the ‘King and
Queen of Scotland’, but the photo
was with an infant. Then, she
searched her name but selected
"images"; the only pictures of her
were infant ones.
Why do they only have pic-

tures of me when I was an infant? Why am I with the King and
Queen in most of the pictures?
Suddenly, she realized that she
was the daughter of the two
people in the picture! But her
mother didn’t look like this
mother. She looked at the picture of her family again and
thought she looked
more like the mother in the
picture. Then, she searched
about the royal relatives. Mer
gasped; the results scared her.
Her "mother" that she was living
with was really her aunt! She
closed the tab of her most recent
search and went out to the kitchen to finish her breakfast and
make a plan to confront her
"mother". Out of nowhere, she
heard the phone ring. She
looked for the phone but couldn’t find it. The ringing stopped;
her mother/aunt must have gotten it. Mer then went back to her
computer and searched for her
‘disease’. But guess what she
found after several tries? Nothing. She closed her tab and
logged off. Quickly, she went out
to the kitchen to ‘get a drink’.
Well, she meant to but ended up
sitting and waiting for her mother/aunt to come and get breakfast. It took a bit, but she eventually did.
Mer opened her mouth to
confront her when her mother/
aunt started to talk.
She started, “I just got off the
phone with my lawyer; they’re
accusing me of kidnapping you!”
Mer was stunned. How did
they find out? Her mother/aunt
continued, “I mean, I have nothing to hide! I birthed you into
this world! They have no right to
put me in-”

Mer interrupted, “How did
they find out? What made them
accuse you of that?”
Her aunt looked at her skeptically but continued, “Well, they
were still looking at the case of
the missing...you know what?
You’re too young to deal with
this; I’ll explain it to you when
you’re older.”
Yeah, that’s if you’re not in
jail for kidnapping me, the girl
thought. Her aunt decided to
change the subject. “So did you
find the computer?”
“Yes, I did! Thank you so
much!” Thanks for letting me
find out that you’re a traitor to
your country.
“Well, I want to set up some
settings so that you can’t search
things that you shouldn’t.”
Mer started to panic.
How am I supposed to find
out what happened to me if I
can't search it up? Oh no! I didn’t
clear my history on my computer! She’s going to find out what
I’m searching on the internet!
Just in that nanosecond, a
frantic call came up from the
window, “Meredith? Are you up
there? Is that wicked sister of
mine torturing you?”
Faster than anything Mer had
ever seen, her mother/aunt scurried to the window, looked out,
and threw a boulder down.
“You cruel, wicked aunt of
mine! I should have been out of
this dull tower a century ago! I
should have never been here at
all! You let me out this instant, or
I will call down all curses upon
you for what you have done to
who I assume is my mother!”
Then, her aunt whipped her
head towards her and said in the
most menacing voice she'd ever
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heard: “You close your mouth
this instant! How do you know
what I have done?” The evil aunt
slowly edged towards the wall
where she hung her knives.
Mer panicked and ran to the
window. She then replied, “I have
known it for a brief time, and I
wish for you to explain yourself,
or should I do it for you?” then,
in the heat of the moment, Mer
gathered up her courage and
lunged at the old hag.
“You foolish child! I was only
trying to help you! I will end you
if it means keeping my secret
from the world!” screamed the
devil in her room.
The lady cornered her with a
knife and a spreading wicked
smile and said, “I will do anything
to keep my secret safe, even if it
means destroying anything that
stands in my way!"
To be continued...

Artwork: Kristen Azzara
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What is ASCII Art?
Ascii-Art is a form of art associated with the American
Standard Code for Information Interchange (Ascii) which
is a computer format where each character is represented by a 7-bit binary number. Ascii-Art uses this to create
cool art out of text.
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Artwork: Adeline Kaufman

Fallen Puzzle
Below is a quote where the letters have “fallen” out of their
spaces. Can you figure out the quote?
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Answer Keys
Did you solve the Fallen Puzzle (Page 35)?
The answer should have been: Writers block is
when your imaginary friends won’t talk to you.

How many Henry the

Monster Match (Page 26)

Snails did you find? There are
11! (Not including this one.)

Kraken
Harish

What about the ghost writer
Amorak

coloring page? From left to
right, your authors should have

Manticore

been: Poe, Rowling, Twain, Austen, and Shakespeare.

Phoenix
Bennu

Author Scramble

Jormangandr

(Page 7)
Rowling

Crossword Puzzle (Page 21)
N
W
Y
E
V
E
C
P
R
E
J
E
M
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I
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Shakespeare
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Lowry
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